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Abstract

We are currently engaged in investigating intelligent agent
societies from a macro-level view, by defining certain emer-
gent variables that describe the behavior of such systems and
investigating relationships between these variables. Part of
this research investigates the role played by satisficing mod-
els in coordination within intelligent agent societies. This pa-
per discusses the tradeoffs between modeling of other agents
and other coordination-related activities and phenomena, in
particular system coherence and optimality of coordination.
We describe our past work in this field and our current activ-
ities in the area of relating satisficing to coordination. Work
in two main areas is described: first, investigation of the
effects of satisficing on system coherence, and second, the
relationship between satisficing and agent autonomy.

Introduction
Our research in intelligent agent societies has led us to define
certain ’emergent variables’ that may be used to describe
system behavior from a high-level point of view. These
include such quantities as the level of autonomy of a sys-
tem, connectivity of the system, etc. One of these variables
attempts to quantify the amount and quality of knowledge
agents have of other agents, or, in satisficing terms, the ’lev-
el’ ofsatisficing in the system for agent modelsI . This paper
presents its effects on system behavior, in particular coor-
dination effects, and examines tradeoffs between satisficing
models and coordination.

The next section presents our work in investigating the re-
lationship between satisficing and coherence under certain
assumptions about the effects of satisficing efforts on the
quality of agent models. This is followed by a description of
a second direction of research, in investigating relationships
between the quality of coordination and the level of satisfic-
ing possible in the context of a simple producer-consumer
relationship between agents.

Effects on Coherence
Satisficing behavior may impose limitations on the coher-
ence of the whole system and affect agent behavior in other

We have, at various times, also described this emergent vari-
able in terms of the knowledge agents have of other agents, the
precision of agents’ prediction of other agents actions, etc.

ways. Our early work in this area (Malyankar & Findler
1996) took a control-theoretic approach to the effects of
agent modeling on coherence in systems where satisficing
obeys a (strong) law of diminishing returns. This work rep-
resented the satisficing ability of an agent model in terms of
likelihood of correctly predicting the agent’s actions. This
likelihood was a numeric value representing the predictive
power of the model. It was argued that given systems where
agent modeling consists of agents trying to anticipate other
agents’ choices from a known repertoire, and a method of
updating agent models that consists of specialization-cum-
generalization modification of an agent model, the predic-
tive power of an agent model should obey a (strong) law 
diminishing returns, in the sense that after the maximum is
reached, further attempts at refinement cause degeneration
of model quality.

This led to modeling satisficing behavior in terms of two
factors: its time dependence and self-dependence. The time
dependence reflects the change in an agent’s ability to guess
other agents’ decision procedures as time passes (caused by
the availability of longer histories). This time dependence
was modeled by the factor (A’l + K2t/to) where t is the
time, and KI, and Ix’2 are constants, and to is a parameter
that controls the rate of improvement over time, and can be
likened to a relaxation time.

The self-dependence of the variation reflects the correc-
tion of the model based on the estimated deviation from the
optimum. This variation is initially described in terms of
a generalized polynomial expression, as this form can de-
scribe a large number of variations given different sets of
coefficients. The expression is given below.

Xi+ 1 = CIX i +C2Xi 2 +C3Xi 3 +...

In the above, xi represents the predictive power at update i.
The cj’s are constants whose values depend on the mecha-
nism used for changing a model.

To a first approximation, coefficients of cubic and higher-
order terms can be ignored, as the values of xi are restrict-
ed to the range [0,1], and the contributions of these terms
rapidly vanish as the order increases. What remains is the
expression given below.

Xi+ 1 = ClZ i +C2Xi2
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Further, the requirement that the expression obey a strong
law of diminishing returns means that the coefficient c2 in
the expression above be negative (else the predictive power
value will increase monotonically over its entire range). The
result is the following expression for the self-dependence of
the predictive power.

d~i+I = CIXi -- ~,’Xi2

In the above, xi is the predictive power at update cycle i,
and C > 0.

This variation is described by the expression xi+l =
xi(l -- xi) where xi is the predictive power at step i. This
expression is presented as a plausible first approximation,
but is not claimed to be applicable for all distributed intel-
ligent systems. However, it possesses the features we are
interested in: increases at the lower extreme, decreases at
higher values in its range, and a maximum between the two
extremes.

The predictive power measure of the agent is computed
as the product of these two factors. The resultant expression
for the predictive power is, therefore:

;/ri+l = (/~’1 + [~2t/tO)(CtXi -- Cxi2)

This is equivalent to

xi+l = (el/x’l + ct If 2l /lo)(xi -- C/clxi2)

obtained by dividing the second term by el and multiplying
the first by el. Replacing el ffl by kl, c, h’2 by k2, and C/e,
by c, the final form for level of satisficing, expressed in
terms of the predictive power of agent models, is obtained:

c̄i+l = (kl + k2t/to)xi(I - cxi)

If the time-dependence term (kl + kzt/to) is ignored (set
equal to some constant h’), the expression becomes

Xi+1 = /X’Xi(I -- xi)

when c = I, which is the simplest form of the logistic equa-
tion, well known in dynamical systems theory. The more
general form given previously will be used - that is, both
time dependence and self-dependence will be considered.

A plausible assumption in modeling agent behavior is that
older observations are to be given less weight. This does
not take into account periodicity of behavior, e.g., diurnal or
other time-dependent variations. In other words, if one or
more factors, say, time-of-day dependence is missing from
the modeling mechanism, we are likely to find diminish-
ing returns at ’inflexion points’. For example, assuming
periodic time-dependence, at an inflexion point some older
(but more important) observations age and are given less
weight or discarded, while in fact it ought to be the newer
observations that precede the inflexion point that are dis-
carded. Under these circumstances, the quality of models
will degenerate just after an inflexion point.

Experimental Scenarios
The salient features of relevant scenarios are: (1) payoff
to an agent during any single decision cycle depends on a

few ’neighbor’ agents, (2) coherent action with neighbors 
rewarded, (3) agents do not communicate about action se-
lection but predict others’ choices based on the agent models
they maintain, (4) changes to the the quality of the model
depends on the model itself as well as the passage of time,
and (5) coherence is encouraged by agents trying to adopt
the best decision procedure available to them. (Coherence
in this context is defined as agents adopting the same or com-
plementary choices, i.e., choices that support other agents
choices.)

Similar scenarios are observed in the real-world. An ex-
ample is a stock trading scenario, where a small number
of fixed actions is available to traders (buy/sell/hold), out
of which one is chosen every decision cycle. Speculators
do not communicate their intentions to others (since they
are in competition). Each speculator has a distinct deci-
sion procedure, which specifies the conditions under which
he/she will issue a buy or sell order. The payoff from a
decision is affected by the actions of other speculators since
the stock price depends on demand and supply, i.e., how
many other agents decide to buy, sell, or hold the stock. A
locality of interaction phenomenon is also present in that
the price of a share depends mainly on the trade in that par-
ticular company’s stock, and the known traders in the stock
(those known to be buying, selling, or holding the stock in
the same stock exchange) can be considered to form a local
interaction group.

Expected Behavior
The form of the logistic equation used to describe the effects
of agent model refinement is

Xi+l = I~xi(l -- CXi)

which is discussed earlier in this section. A plot of the so-
lutions to this equation with respect to the parameter I( is
known to exhibit bifurcations and chaos for known combi-
nations of values of A" and c, and this behavior is discussed
in most elementary texts on dynamical systems (Sandefur
1990). In the context of agent model-building and refine-
ment, the parameter I( is no longer constant but varies with
time, according to the expression

ff = kl + k2(t/to)

where kt and k2 are constants, and to is a parameter con-
trolling the rate of increase with time t. The basis for this
description too is described earlier in this section.

The behavior of the logistic equation is shown in the
classical bifurcation diagram for the logistic equation (avail-
able in many places in the literature on dynamical systems,
e.g., (Sandefur 1990). The iterative behavior of the pre-
dictive power is similar, and is shown in Figure 1. This
figure plots a set of points that obey the two expressions
Xi+I = (kl + k2(ti+l /to) )xi( l -- cxi and ti +I = t i + Twhere
kt, k2, and to are constants, and are the same for both graphs.
The constant T is the time step and is small compared to
to. The graphs are for two different values of the param-
eter c. All graphs are drawn with a starting value for xi
of xo = 0.01. As can be seen from the figure, the value
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Figure 1 : Iterative Behavior of Logistic Equation

of xi closely approximates the solution to the logistic ex-
pression within a few iterations (the scattered points at the
extreme left edge, close to the xi axis). After this, it follows
the solution curve for the logistic equation as ti increases,
exhibiting bifurcations and chaos at later values of ti.

Simulation Experiments

Simulation experiments were carried out to demonstrate
the variation of coherence with satisficing level (expressed
as the predictive power of agent models averaged over all
agents in the system). These experiments demonstrated
the emergence of different behavioral regimes depending
on the satisficing level. Coherence increased as satisficing
increased from the initial low levels. Figure 2 shows the ap-
pearance and dissipation of coherence with increasing time,
in terms of the proportion of agents who choose the same
action. Peak coherence (expressed by the peak in the graph
for the number of times choice AI is selected) appears at
the point where the bifurcation diagram suggests bifurca-
tion should occur in theory, as seen in Figure 1. Coherence
diminished with too high a stress on satisficing causing wild
variations in predictive capability. The exhibition of bifur-
cation and chaos in well-defined regions of the satisficing
level indicated the necessity of controlling the process of
building and refining agent models to optimize the predic-
tive capability in the context of the subclass of systems
studied.

We note that we have examined only the ’more interest-
ing’ behavior of variations of predictive power, in the sense
that it is the diminishing return property that gives rise to
the bifurcation of predictive power and the appearance and
dissipation of coherence. Absence of this diminishing re-
turn property is expected to result in behavior that is similar
to the left parts of our figures, i.e., monotonically increasing
coherence.

............
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Figure 2: Time dependence of selections

Tradeoffs between Satisficing and Autonomy
This work was done in the context of studying coordination
in terms of optimizing an objective function of emergent
variables, based on Malone and Crowston’s observations
about the nature of coordination in intelligent agent systems
(Malone & Crowston 1994). It studies the effects on co-
ordination of the relationship between satisficing and agent
autonomy in the context of a simple imperfect just-in-time
manufacturing domain(Malyankar & Findler 1997). In this
work, satisficing was modeled in terms of a numerical val-
ue capturing a consumer agent’s knowledge of the shipping
schedules of its suppliers.

Demonstration Scenario

The scenario is based on a material requirement planning
problem in a distributed manufacturing domain. Indepen-
dent producers (each represented by an independent agent)
ship distinct products to a single consumer (represented by
another agent). The consumer uses the materials shipped
by its suppliers in its own manufacturing process, which
requires component parts from all the suppliers. The con-
sumer desires to synchronize shipments by suppliers so that
lots from different suppliers arrive simultaneously or nearly
simultaneously. Reasons for doing this include minimizing
inventory at the consumer and control of cash flow (because
payments become due shortly after a shipment is received).
This problem is a common one in manufacturing, and is
commonly tackled with a just-in-time or kanban approach.
We introduced the following enhancements to the problem:

1. The producers and consumers have, to some extent, con-
flicting interests. The producers’ interests lie in making
shipments as early as possible, for two reasons: first, to
keep their inventory under control, and second, so that
they get paid earlier. The consumer’s interests lie in ship-
ments from all its suppliers at exactly the same time. (The
issue of minimizing idle time for the consumer is ignored,
under the assumption that the producers’ capacities and
shipment times have already been optimized to minimize
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idle time at the consumer.)

2. The producers are not completely subservient to the con-
sumer, but may sometimes ship early, i.e., before the other
producers are ready to ship.

The coordination problem in the scenario described is
thus one of optimal coordination in an imperfect just-in-
time distributed manufacturing system.

The above two enhancements introduce the factors of
varying autonomy/control and satisficing models of agents
into the system. Autonomy is reflected in the degree to
which producers obey requests for shipment times. Satis-
ricing is reflected in the degree of knowledge regarding how
far each supplier is in its processing, i.e., which lot it is cur-
rently processing. The agent model is updated through the
exchange of messages between producers and the consumer.
Control is exerted through requests from the consumer to a
producer to delay a shipment. Both autonomy and satisfic-
ing thus share communications bandwidth. Limitations on
communications bandwidth introduces a tradeoff between
the degree of satisficing and the degree of control in the
system.

The coordination mechanism implemented is for each
producer to dispatch a shipment only when the other pro-
ducers are ready to ship their products. Transportation time
is ignored, which does not change the basic problem since
including transportation time would change the requirement
only by subtracting known transportation times from each
producer agent’s shipment time and perhaps adding an extra
random variable to allow for transportation breakdowns and
delays. Shipments are coordinated by queries from each
producer to the consumer as to how far ahead or behind the
other producers are in their manufacturing process (i.e., as
to which order they are ready to ship). This amounts to
requesting a kanban from the consumer for the shipment.
(The alternative, of awaiting a kanban from the consumer
before shipping, does not affect the subsequent analysis.)
The obvious tactic of requesting this information directly
from other producers (instead of from the consumer) is pre-
cluded for two reasons: (i) the nature of the domain, because
the consumer may be interested in hiding information about
the identity of suppliers from other suppliers, and (ii) the
practical difficulty of changing suppliers, introducing new
suppliers, changing part mix, etc., in the case where suppli-
ers consult with each other over shipment times. Further,
the coordination mechanism adopted makes the scenario
more like real-life kanban systems. (Of course, this may
not hold in all circumstances; it may be that some identities
can be shared while others must be hidden; this gives rise
to some interesting possibilities such as a hybrid central-
ized/decentralized coordination mechanism; investigation
of such possibilities may be undertaken later.) Figure 
shows the relationships involved in this scenario.

We note that the requirement for reception of kanban from
the consumer alone precludes the use of distributed systems
methods used for coordinated-attack solutions, though the
problem is very similar to an ’iterated’ coordinated attack
problem (Lynch 1996). Coordination takes place by means
of the following process: At regular intervals, the consumer

Q~) producerl

consumer
. ~//.//.~ producer2

~_.~""- G producer3

~ producer4

(~)producer5

Figure 3: Relationships in supply chain scenario

is queried for the earliest ordinal numbers of lots being held
at the other agents, and if the querying agent is behind as
seen from comparing the ordinal number of the task it is
shipping, the shipment is made. Otherwise the querying
agent holds for a short time before repeating the query.

The following messages are involved:

1. A query from a producer to the consumer for permission
to make a shipment.

2. A query from the consumer to a producer for its readiness
state (shipping backlog).

3. Response from a producer to the consumer with its readi-
ness state (shipping backlog).

4. A response from the consumer to a producer, with ei-
ther permission to ship or a request to wait. Delays are
requested if enough agents are behind the requestor.

For the coordination mechanism used, there are twice as
many knowledge-related messages (knowledge in this sce-
nario consists of knowing the producers’ readiness states) as
control messages (control consists of requesting/receiving
permission to ship) flowing between consumer and each of
N producers. Of these, the critical messages are those sent
by producers that happen to be behind the requestor. For
the case where a delay is requested if two agents are behind,
there are thus (at least) twice as many critical knowledge-
related messages for each control message. We assume that
the message rate is limited by the bandwidth of the com-
munication channel, and this limitation exerts its effect by
limiting the success rate in terms of the message loss rate.

Analysis of Scenario

The experiments consist of a small number of producer
agents dispatching shipments at times controlled by distinct
random number streams (to mimic manufacturing uncer-
tainties at the producers). This means that times taken
by individual producers are different between successive
tasks (lot manufactures) as well as for different producer
agents. This scenario was deliberately designed to repre-
sent a system with distinct agents working somewhat out
of synchronization, so that they are forced to coordinate in
order to improve synchronization (i.e., so that coordination
is not an artifact of any correlation between random number
streams).
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Coordination in this system consists of synchronizing
shipments to the maximum extent possible. In other words,
optimal coordination is attained when corresponding lots
(at different agents) are completed (and shipped to the con-
sumer) simultaneously. This means that if tasks are queued
at each agent prior to shipment, queue buildup for differ-
ent producer agents agents should be the same length. We
use the difference in queue buildup as a measure of overall
optimality of coordination in the system.

There are two emergent variables involved in the emer-
gent variable model of the system: Knowledge (K), defined
as the knowledge required for interaction, here simply a
knowledge of the shipping backlog at each producer; and
Autonomy/Control (A), defined as the extent of the con-
trol exerted by one agent (the consumer agent) over the
others (the producer agents). Higher values of A imply
more control. We set the/x" and A values of this model of
this system equal to the probabilities that knowledge and
control response-request pairs respectively are successfully
received. The /x" variable represents the level of satisfic-
ing of agent models in this scenario, as an agent model
here consists of simply a knowledge of the backlog at each
producer.

The bandwidth limitation and the method of coordination
result in a requirement for more bandwidth for/x" than for
,4, giving the constraint K x T + ,4 < C, where C is a con-
stant determined by the bandwidth limit and T a constant
determined by the relative transmission cost of messages.
Optimality of coordination is maximized when all delay re-
quests are honored; if a request is never denied by an agent
(which amounts to saying that autonomy A depends on
bandwidth alone), this amounts to maximizing the product
(K2 x A), which is, under the conditions with which the sys-
tem operates, simply the probability that enough necessary
messages will get through.

Without loss of generality, we "normalize" K and A to
the range [0,1], corresponding to the range zero knowledge
(control) to full knowledge (control). We also use a value
for the constant C in the simulation below that implies a low
enough bandwidth to affect the operation of the system, i.e.,
so that the bandwidth constraint does limit the coordination.

Optimal coordination is therefore expected at the com-
bination(s) of autonomy and knowledge values where the
product/x"2 x A is maximized within the allowed ranges of
the variables and subject to the constraint/x" x T + A < C
(which is equivalent to the bandwidth relationship given ear-
lier). The ’normalization’ restriction given above constrains
the variables I,," and A to the range [0,1].

Variations were introduced to the basic scenario, such as
allowing shipments if only a small number of other pro-
ducers are behind in their production, and in the autonomy
enjoyed by each producer (in terms of whether to test for 
delay or ship without consulting the consumer).

Experiment

Simulations of the scenario described were programmed,
and confirm the expected behavior (Figures 4 and 5). These
figures show the values of maximum imbalance in shipments
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Figure 4: Variation of Imbalance with K Value ("Satisficing
level") expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible
(i.e., 100% corresponds to K = 1.0).

between producers, averaged over all agents for different
values of A and N within the allowed ranges (imbalance is
used as a measure of coordination according to the optimal-
ity criterion described earlier). Values of A and If ranging
from 0.0 to 1.0 (at intervals of 0.1) were used as the success
rates for K and A messages respectively in the communi-
cations channel. Of these, combinations excluded by the
bandwidth constraint (with the bandwidth limit factor C ar-
bitrarily set to 1.6 and the transmission cost factor T set to 2)
were not used. The resultant imbalance in shipments aver-
aged over all agents was plotted against the A and ff values.
Similar behavior was observed (in terms of the appearance
of optimality of coordination at points intermediate between
the extrema) though the degree of optimality varied from the
base case. The location of optimal coordination in the space
defined by the Autonomy and Knowledge axes remained at
the same location as before. The degree of optimality (mea-
sured in terms of the minimum difference -- lower minima
correspond to better coordination) varied between all three
experiments. It was observed that the base case (no varia-
tion in control over different agents) outperformed the other
two cases, which suggests that for this scenario and this
frequency of production, trying to optimize coordination
by tightening/loosening control over producers may not be
worth the trouble. Frequency of lot production affects the
results because if consecutive shipments are spaced at times
far apart compared to manufacturing time for assembling
shipments, the necessity for coordinating shipments vanish-
es (at the expense of increased idle time).

The minimum imbalance in the experiments is seen to
occur near the combination 0.5 < K < 0.6, A = 0.5
-- close to the combination expected from a theoretical
analysis of the optimality criterion.

Runs with other limits for C produced similar results with
different minima, as expected. Simulations were run with
ten agents. Three replications were performed; the features
of results were similar though the numbers themselves (e.g.,
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Figure 5: Variation of Imbalance with A Value ("Control")
expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible (i.e.,
100% corresponds to A = 1.0).

the shipment imbalance) differed.
The results of the simulation experiments carried out with

the scenario described demonstrate the effects of the satisfic-
ing/autonomy tradeoff on coordination. The degree of opti-
mality (measured in terms of the queue buildup at producers
-- lower minima correspond to better coordination) varied
with different kinds of tradeoff, as expected. It was ob-
served that the base case (no variation in control over differ-
ent agents) outperformed the other two cases (tighter/looser
control over faster producers), which suggests that for this
scenario and this frequency of production, controlling the
tradeo ff by tightening/loosening control over producers may
not be worth the trouble.

Current Efforts
The work described earlier is based on mathematical mod-
els of satisficing levels in intelligent agent systems. Our
current work in this area is directed at deriving empirical
measures for modeling the level of agents’ knowledge of
other agents in the system by examining the message traffic
between agents. The hypothesis hcrc is that the level of
knowledge can be deduced from the frequency and kinds
of message traffic between agents. (This assumes knowl-
edge about other agents is derived mainly through messages
between agents.) This work is part of a larger project di-
rected at studying coordination theory in intelligent agent
societies. These efforts will treat agent models as being con-
structed from analyses of the number and (general) types 
communications between agents. Some of the types re-
late to exchanging information between and about agents
at different levels of abstraction, ranging from raw data to
evaluations of agent fitness for tasks. The subset of gener-
ic communication types relating to agent models is listed
below:

!. An observable, i.e., a report of (part of) the environment
or an agent’s knowledge or beliefs or state. Examples

include (i) weather at a given location, (ii) capacity 
specified machine, (iii) a status report on the sender 
about a third party.

2. A statistically processed observable (e.g., a mean and
variance for an observable). This is one level above 
plain observable, since it involves some processing of
observables.

3. A prediction of an observable at a future time. This could
be done either by plain extrapolation or through a higher-
level reasoning process. Either way, it involves some
kind of reasoning process by the sender.

The success rate of an agent. This involves an even
higher level of ratiocination since it requires assessing
plan success rates and reasons for failure.

A quality self-assessment as regards success rate or re-
liability. This assessment may be a component of the
agent’s model of itself.

We are currently constructing a manufacturing-system
scenario in which agents represent individuals control-
ling different manufacturing plants(Findler & Gao 1987;
Findler & Ge 1994). In this domain, the problem consists
of allocating manufacturing tasks to agents so as to satisfy
criteria for completion of assembly by specified deadlines.
The problem can be represented as a task tree, with the com-
pletion time of a task at any node being determined by the
completion times of its subtasks plus the time required for
assembly of parts received from subtasks at a lower level.
Assembly is required to be completed by specified deadline.
Further, there are temporal constraints between manufactur-
ing tasks even at the same level due to machine constraints.
In the course of producing an empirical theory of coordi-
nation based on parametrized experiments (the parameters
being system variables such as hierarchical structure, coor-
dination mechanisms, etc.), we expect to examine abstrac-
tion of models and degree of satisficing at different levels of
abstraction of agent models, the levels of abstraction corre-
sponding to the different communication types enumerated
above.

.

.

Related Work
An approach to applying dynamical systems to distributed
intelligent systems is described in previous research.(Hu-
berman & Hogg 1988; Kephart, Hogg, & Huberman 1989;
Glance & Huberman 1993; Kephart, Hogg, & Huberman
1990) These papers derive dynamical systems for the num-
ber of agents choosing a given resource or strategy under
conditions of delayed and incomplete information. Simu-
lations demonstrate a variety of system behaviors, includ-
ing oscillations and chaos, depending on the assumptions.
Other research (Hogg & Huberman 1991) describes proce-
dures for avoiding chaotic behavior in distributed systems
based on reward mechanisms and heterogeneity of agents.
Similar techniques (dynamical systems and simulation) are
described here, but we start from broader premises about
distributed system behavior involving the applicability of
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these techniques to such inherently non-numerical activi-
ties, such as model-building. A spectrum of coordination
mechanisms arranged according to autonomy is described
by Gasser (1992); this spectrum is qualitative in nature; ef-
fects on emergent phenomena are generally not within the
scope of the work described.

Conclusion
This paper presented work in relating satisficing to coor-
dination by examining the effects of the level of agents’
knowledge of other agents on global phenomena such as co-
herence and optimality of coordination. We first described
how model update mechanisms operating under certain sim-
ple assumptions may cause variations in system coherence.
Next, the effect on coordination of an agent’s knowledge
of other agents was described. Lastly, we outlined current
work in empirical determination of the level of agent model
quality by examining the message traffic between agents.
This work was done in the context of studies of emer-
gent phenomena in intelligent agent systems. We expect
this work to provide guidelines and demonstrate possible
methodologies for evaluating tradeoffs and relationships be-
tween satisficing and global phenomena in intelligent agent
systems.
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